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Abstract
The paper provides a new insight into perception problem of autonomous transport. This study is dedicated to solve sensor
fusion problem in intelligent transport system by performing tasks of object detection, real-time recognition and also
determine motion parameters using solo camera as sensor. Study deals with the simulation model for a computer vision
based sensor which can be very economical. A simulation model of novel system structure for recognition, speed estimation
process using solo camera sensor and CNN algorithm with training is proposed in this paper. The entire computational
complexity is supposed to be significantly lower in comparison with actual experimentation. From this point of view, the
simulation of sensor system can be used for optimization and better results of object detection and recognition.The computer
model and simulation results along with the workability of the system is presented in the paper.
Keywords: Neural Networks, Sensor simulation, Object Detection, Speed Estimation

1. Introduction

Vision systems are the heart of Advanced Driver Assis-tance Systems (ADAS) and various sensors act as eyesand ears for autonomous vehicles. But autonomousvehicles must be trained and tested to respond to alldriving situations for which millions of scenarios mustbe conducted. Simulation plays a key role in such appli-cations saving time and costs significantly. Advancedsimulation tools can be used to virtually test thesescenarios in less time and cost which will not only ac-celerate the development process but also reduce theneed for physical road tests.
Artificial intelligence has become an integral part ofautonomous transport system in present day. The goalof this paper is to simulate a sensor system to detectvehicles based on You Only Look Once(YOLO) Redmonet al. (2016) approach and also measure the distance

and estimate speed of detected vehicle going through adefined ROI(Region Of Interest). The proposed simu-lated model of sensor can be used to evaluate and trainthe complex driving scenes. In existing systems thedetection and speed estimation are being determinedby different sensors for example, camera along withConvolutional Neural Network(CNN) detects object andLIDARs are used for speed estimation. The paper aimsat implementing a suitable algorithm and model toachieve and optimize the discussed goal. This paperimplements Convolutional Neural Network for objectdetection and recognition for real-time applications.
There are several recent works for object detectionand recognition in real time. In the work of Olteanand Oltean (2019) real time vehicle counting using TinyYOLO for detection and fast motion estimation for track-ing by considering the region of interest. They haveachieved a high accuracy of 33.5 fps in real time on
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real traffic videos. In the work El Bouziady et al. (2018)propose a novel system for vehicle speed estimationfrom videos captured from urban traffics. Using a com-bination of the SIFT and KLT algorithms a precisionof 0.87 and a recall of 0.92 for license plate detectionis achieved. Vehicle speeds were estimated with anaverage error of 0.59 km/h, staying inside the +2/-3km/h limit.
Do et al. (2021) proposes a system for vehicle speedestimation by tracking taillights of vehicles duringnight time using You Only Look Once as the backbonealgorithm.
The work Gorobetz et al. (2018) proposes a CNNbased algorithm to solve the problem of trains passingthrough red lights to decrease the dangerous level. Thesystem structure is based on embedded device withartificial intelligence. A novel and effective methodbased on convolutional neural networks was used toachieve high-quality and real-time vehicle detection,as well as their speed using solo camera as the sensor.

2. Problem Formulation
The machine learning based applications that run anautonomous car’s infotainment system receive infor-mation from the sensor data fusion systems and makepredictions accordingly. Despite these advancementin the autonomous technology, as per recent news ofTesla, one of the main fundamental challenges for au-tonomous cars to be out on our roads are sensors andtheir inputs Munir et al. (2018)

That is why the main goal of the presented study is toresearch, develop and create a simulation algorithm totest the workability of software-intensive perceptionand recognition systems on the basis of intelligentembedded devices.
Novelty of this study is the development and simu-lation of the perception system based on solo camera,that is able not only to recognize objects, but also tomeasure its speed and distance without using otherexternal sensors like LIDARs, RADARs, etc. Thus, theonly input to the system are the videos fed by camera.Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) might be the bestsolution for object recognition. But also additional newalgorithms has to be developed to analyze the position,distance and speed of the detected object.
Through this paper we try to overcome the above-mentioned challenge by developing a software andsimulating the sensor based on computer vision tech-niques.
Following tasks are defined for this research:

1. Research of neural network learning and trainingalgorithms for task of object detection and recognition.2. Research of neural network learning and trainingalgorithms for task of tracking of detected vehicles andestimate its speed.3. Research of computer vision systems and its work-

ing methodology. Development of computer modeland simulation of sensor.4. To develop a mathematical model for object recog-nition and speed estimation.5. Development of convolution neural network basedalgorithm for object detection and recognition.6. Implementation of developed algorithm and test-ing.

3. Mathematical Model of Sensor System
In general a working system has two parts, hardwareand the software. The hardware part of the simulationsensor consists of camera, processing unit (computeror embedded system), wireless transmission moduleto send out the data. The main goal of the simulatedsensor model in this paper is to measure this data. Thesoftware part consists of Convolutional Neural Network.The functions of software part is to capture video, pro-cess frames, detect the objects and estimate speed.

The following tasks are performed for the goalachievement. First task includes the development ofthe structure of sensor system and development ofmathematical model using Convolutional Neural Net-work (CNN). Second task includes the development ofalgorithm of CNN for detecting objects, their distanceand speed. Third task is to implement the algorithmand model and analyze the results. In this paper Con-volutional Neural Network based on You Only LookOnce V3 algorithm is implemented for object detectionand recognition. Following two steps were adopted forimplementation of algorithm.
Training: Google’s OpenImages V5 dataset is used fortraining the algorithm. This dataset has 600 differenttypes of classes, but only few classes like cars, trucks,bicycle, person, etc were used for this implementation.
Testing: ODI V5 tooklkit is used to download neces-sary classes. Later on algorithm is custom trained onKeras model Chollet (2018) and tested.

3.1. Object-Oriented Mathematical Model

Developed object-oriented mathematical model of thecomputer-vision based sensor consists of the followingcomponents:1. Digitalization of bitmap image
• BM = DF(CAM) = (p1 , p2, . . . , pn ) is a imageobtained from the camera CAM and digitalized byfunction DF, represents as a set of bitmap pixels,where• n = w x h, w – width of BM, px; h – height of BM,px• each pixel p ∈ BM contains:-xp = 1..w ∈ N X-axis coordinate in BM-yp = 1..h ∈ N = (0, 1, 2, 3, ..) Y-axis coordinate in BM-cp = CCS-color code structure, that depends on thetype of color: single value for grayscale, 3-tuple for
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RGB or HSL, 4-tuple for CMYK.
2. Detection algorithm of bitmap image

• U = DET(BM) = (u1, u2, . . . , uk) – set of objectsdetected by the detection algorithm DET using inputimage BM, where• k=0..max∈ Z• each u ∈ U described by:- TYu ∈ ty1, . . . , tym type of the object u, that belongs tothe predefined class of objects tyi, and ty1 is a class ofvehicles- xu = 1..w ∈ N = (0, 1, 2, 3, ..) - localization of the de-tected object u in the BM by the X-axis- yu = 1..h ∈ N = (0, 1, 2, 3, ..) - localization of the de-tected object u in the BM by the Y-axis
3. Estimation function
• VH = EST (U| ∀u ∈ U TYu = ty1)– set of parameters ofthe detected vehicles U calculated by the estimationfunction EST,• ∀vh ∈ VH, vh = < lat, lon, d, v, r >, wherelat – geographical latitude of the vehicle, deglon - geographical longitude of the vehicle, degd – horizontal distance from sensor to the vehicle,mv – speed of the vehicle, kmhr – course, i.e. motion direction, deg

4. Parameters for sensor
• SET = (lat0, lon0, h0, r0, CAL), - settings of thesensor, where,lat0 – latitude of the sensor position obtained byGNSSlon0 – latitude of the sensor position obtained byGNSSh0 – sensor position above the ground, mr0 – orientation (direction) of the sensor, deg• CAL = (<x1cal, y1cal, d1cal>, . . . , <xqcal, yqcal, dq-cal>) – calibration parameter
xical – X coordinate of the predefined calibrationpoint i at BM
yical – Y coordinate of the predefined point i at BM
dical – distance to the predefined point in meters

4. Methodology of Recognition

4.1. Simulation System Structure of Object Detection

Simulation system structure consists of(as in fig 1):
1. Capturing of object by camera2. Sensor system simulation3. Object detection using CNN with training4. Distance measurement of objects with reference toframes by point object tracking5. Speed estimation using consecutive frames6. Transmission of output7. Display of results with bounding boxes around de-

tected objects and speed of vehicle

Figure 1. Simulation System structure

4.2. Proposed Algorithm

In this section architecture and algorithm with trainingfor Convolutional neural network for object recognitionblock is presented. Architecture of the CNN consists of: Convolutional layer (CONV layer), Pool layer, Fully-connected layer (FC layer).
CONV layer computes the output of neurons that areconnected to local regions in the input. Each neuroncomputing a dot product between their weights and asmall region they are connected to in the input volume.
The CONV layer’s parameters consist of a set oflearnable filters. This layer requires four hyperparam-eters:K - number of filters;F – filter’s spatial extent;S - the stride;P - the amount of zero padding.

Input of this layer is a 3D matrix M1 with pixel valuesand W1×H1×D1 size, where:W1 – weight of the matrix before passing through theCONV layer;H1 – high of the matrix before passing through theCONV layer;D1 – depth of the matrix before passing through theCONV layer. For RGB picture D1=3.
After matrix M1 passed through the CONV layer thenew matrix M2 with pixel values and W2×H2×D2 sizeis generated, where:

W2 = (W1F + 2P)/S + 1; (1)

H2 = (H1F + 2P)/S + 1; (2)
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D2 = K (3)
With parameter sharing, it introduces FFD1 weights perfilter, for a total of (FFD1)K weights and K biases.

Functions of the POOL layer are: to progressivelyreduce the spatial size of the representation; to reducethe amount of parameters and computation in the net-work; and hence to also control overfitting. This layerrequires two hyperparameters:F – filter’s spatial extent;S - the stride
Input of this layer is a 3D matrix M1 with pixel values.After matrix M1 passed through the POOL layer the newmatrix M2 with pixel values and W2×H2×D2 size isgenerated, where:

W2 = (W1F)/S + 1; (4)

H2 = (H1F)/S + 1; (5)

D2 = D1 (6)
FC layer computes the class scores. Each neuron inthis layer will be connected to all the numbers in theprevious volume as in ordinary NN. This layer requirestwo hyperparameters: HID - Number of hidden layerneurons;CL - Number of output classes.

Input of this layer is a 3D matrix M with pixel valuesand W×H×D size. Layer produces a matrix of size 1×CLwhere:
C = (c1, . . . , cCL) (7)

c1 = {0, 1}; (8)

CL∑
i=1
ci = 1 (9)

Number of weights with bias for the hidden layer:WHID=(W×H×D+1)×HID Number of weights with biasfor the output layer: WCL=(HID+1)×CL
The Convolutional Neural Networks consists of thesequence of Convolutional and Pooling layers with Full-connected subnetwork at the end. General structure ofthe CNN: INPUT [W0×H0×D0] →→ CONV1[K1, Fc1,P1, Sc1] == OUT[W11 = (W0 – F + 2P)/S + 1 ∗ H11 == (H0 – F + 2P)/S + 1 ∗ H11 ∗ K1 > D0,K1/D0 = int] →→ POOL1[Fp1, Sp1] == OUT[W12 = W11/Fp1 ∗ H12 = H11/Fp1 ∗ K1] →→ . . .→ CONVN[Kn, Fcn,Pn, Scn] = OUT[Wn1 ∗ Hn1 ∗ Kn1] →

→ POOLN[Fpn, Spn] == OUT[Wn2 = W2/Fpn ∗ Hn2 = H2/Fpn ∗ Kn1] →→ FC[HID,CL] = OUT[1 ∗ CL]
The bigger amount of layers CNN has, the more exactresult can be got.

Figure 2. CNN Architecture Girshick (2015)

Once the CNN algorithm is fine tuned, the networktakes as input an image (or an image pyramid, encodedas a list of images) and a list of R object proposals toscore. At test-time, Real number-R is typically around2000, although R(≈ 45k) is considered. When usingan image pyramid, each Region Of Interest is assignedto the scale such that the scaled Region Of Interest isclosest to 2242 pixels in area.
For each test Region Of Interest r, the forward passoutputs a class posterior probability distribution p anda set of predicted bounding-box offsets relative to r(each of the K classes gets its own refined bounding-box prediction). We assign a detection confidence to rfor each object class k using the estimated probability

Pr(class = k|r)∇ = pk. We then perform non-maximumsuppression independently for each class using thealgorithm and settings from R-CNN.
4.3. Speed Estimation & Distance Calculation

The following steps are adopted for speed estimationof vehicle and flowchart is as shown in fig 4
• Sensor preparation and input of video.• Region of Interest (ROI), vehicle attributes are ini-tialized• Pre processing of frames takes place by convolutionneural network• ROI is extracted• Object detection using algorithm• Now if objects like animals or humans are detectedthen algorithm creates bounding boxes and displaysresults.• If vehicles are detected, tracking ID is generated• Distance calculation of the tracked vehicles takesplace• Consecutive IDs of the same vehicles are updated anddifference between the points and time is calculated• Speed is estimated using formula,
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Speed = DistanceTime

Distance Calculation: The pre-requisite for speed cal-culation is distance measurement. Measuring the dis-tance on the road with the help of installed camera andimages is a whole different task. To calculate distance,angle-of-view formula is been adopted from Han et al.(2019) where a method for distance calculation is beenproposed. The graphical view of the distance calcula-tion is shown in fig 3.

Figure 3. Graphical view of the calculation Han et al. (2019)

D = width2 (10)

tan(Ang) = D
Dist (11)

Dist = D
tan(Ang) (12)

where,
• Dist is the distance from the camera to the car• Ang is the angle-of-view, since it is the angle in-cluding the largest object whose image can fit on theframe• D is the half width of the car.• The width of the car is taken from the generatedbounding box surrounding the car.

5. Implementation & Results

Expected experimental results:
1. Simulated sensor system is expected to detect andrecognise pedestrians, animals, sign boards, etc onroad.2. Sensor system is expected to detect the cars andtrams and their measured speed is displayed above theindividual object boxes.
Object detection algorithm was applied to basic GPU

Figure 4. Flow chart of Speed Estimation
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Table 1. Configuration of the computing system used
Type Configuration
System Lenovo G50-70
GPU Intel® HD Graphics 4400
CPU Intel i3-4030U
Webcam 720p or 0.3M
Operating System Linux

configuration as shown in table 1 and satisfactory re-sults were obtained which can be a main leverage forhardware installations. The system’s software is devel-oped using Ubuntu OS which can be a great advantageto be used in most of embedded computers.
5.1. Object Detection Results

A series of experiment was conducted to arrive at thedesired results. The developed algorithm was tested forits efficiency and accuracy in both real and syntheticdata. To realize the real-time detection, both webcamdetection and real-time video feed experiments wereconducted.

Figure 5. Object detection results

Analysis: fig 5 shows the results obtained for real-time object detection. Few sample images available ongoogle were tested to ensure the workability of the algo-rithm. Algorithm was able to detect pedestrian, bicyclealong with the rider, multiple cars from the video thatwas captured outside the university campus(Kipsalabridge).
5.2. Synthetic Data Results

To check the functionality of the algorithm in differentweather conditions, fog filter and night filters wereadded to the video captured outside university campusand algorithm was put to test.The fog filter was applied to the image in an increasingscale of 10% to 90% and tested.The algorithm was ableto detect objects with certainty till 70% as shown in fig

6 of fog filter application and failed to detect objectsafter that. Similar to fog filter, one more filter to createnight effects was applied. The results obtained areshown in figure 7 where a pedestrian and few vehiclesnear to camera are detected. the algorithm failed todetect objects after 60% of filter application.

Figure 6. Object detection with fog filter=50% and 70%

Figure 7. Object detection with night filter=50% and 60%

5.3. Speed Estimation Results

Two different experiments were conducted for obtain-ing speed estimation results. Tracking of objects wasone of the main subtasks needed to be achieved in-order-to achieve the speed estimation. Speed estima-tion is calculated by using the distance of the objectfrom the camera within a defined Region of Inter-est(ROI). In this paper the defined region of interestwas around (3x4) meter and the defined ROI was around2 meters away from camera.
The distance of the detected object inside the ROIwas measured in every frame until the object was out ofdefined ROI. Later the difference in distance betweenthe object in two consecutive frames was calculatedand speed was estimated using the formula

Speed = DistanceTime

Figure 8. Speed estimation of car within ROI(left), outside ROI(right)
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Taking practical application of the simulated sensorinto consideration, a video was taken from the bridge 6-7 meters above ground, same height as where physicalsensor would be installed on street lamps. Fig 8 showsresults of speed estimation of car(left) which is insidedefined ROI and speed estimation of cars(right) outsidedefined ROI
Fig 9 shows one of the interesting result obtained, itshows the speed estimation of a car which had reducedits speed near the zebra crossing and console of thetracked IDs of the vehicles which were detected duringthe speed estimation.

Figure 9. Speed estimation of car near zebra crossing

6. Conclusion & Future Scope
The experiment results proves that the CNN imple-mented and developed algorithm for computer-visionbased sensor can recognize the object in real time. Ex-periments show that the developed model of computervision based sensor is able to estimate speed of objectsusing solo camera as the sensor.
• The algorithm and model of speed estimation usingonly images can be used for intelligent transportsystem for autonomous driving.• The algorithm and software of computer vision basedsensor assures that physical sensor for speed esti-mation and distance calculation can be eliminated.• The developed algorithm is able to detect objects inan image with 70% fog filter applied and 60% ofnight filter with certainty.• The simulated model of object recognition withspeed estimation is intended to reduce road accidentsby using the sensor as a means of safety device.• The developed sensor is intended to be used in aguidance system for disabled people, aerial surveysand in self-navigation system of UAVs and safetydevice for disabled.
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